**Features**

**Versatile – 3-way use** Here is an easy-roll gurney that can speed up patient handling, and be used for exams and treatments. Plus, it’s got extra room for storage.

**Ultra lightweight gurney** Because this gurney weighs only 31 pounds – just a fraction of what other gurneys weigh – it rolls effortlessly on its 4 swiveling casters.

**Steering handles at both ends** So one or two people can steer and make tight turns in crowded spaces, narrow hallways.

**Have supplies – will travel** Also with this gurney supplies can travel with the patient, so whatever you need is always with you.

**Larger patients** The Ultra-Lite Gurney is 52 inches long and can carry patients up to 250 pounds. Heavy-duty construction – all welded.

**Exam–treatment table** When used with the Hard Stretcher top, the Ultra-Lite becomes a treatment table with a reinforced surface that is firm and non-slip.

**Extra storage** The generous storage space can hold up to 100 pounds of supplies and equipment (in addition to patient load).

**MRI compatible model** A non-ferrous model of the Ultra-Lite is available for use in MRI environments.
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**Order from your distributor**

Olympic Ultra-Lite Gurney, complete with Hard and Soft Stretchers. .......................................................... Model 50603

Olympic Ultra-Lite Gurney with Soft Stretcher only... Model 50601

MRI compatible Olympic Ultra-Lite Gurney with Hard and Soft Stretchers.................................................. Model 50607

• **Immediate shipment** Usually within 24 hours.
• **3-Year Olympic Warranty** Includes all parts and labor.
Saves space – Folding gurney – Treatment table

ROLLS

FOLDS

Compartment storage
Only 8 inches deep. Always ready for use.

Safety Lock
Automatically locks when opened.

OLYMPIC FOLD-UP™

Features

Ideal for clinics with limited space  A gurney that folds out of the way and is an exam-treatment table.

Folds and unfolds in seconds  To unfold, just spread the sides apart and an automatic safety lock holds it open. To close, release lock.

Rolls and steers easily  Large casters and steering handles at both ends. Turns on a dime.

Lightweight and strong  Weighs only 27 pounds but can carry 200 pound dogs. All welded construction.

Also a treatment table

When used with the Hard Top Stretcher, the Fold-Up becomes an exam-treatment table. Has firm, non-slip surface. Four locking casters.

Lift-off Stretchers
Safer... Easier... Faster

The top is a stretcher held securely on 4 posts but easily lifts off for transferring or lifting patients. This lift-off stretcher helps reduce back injury and makes moving patients safer and faster. Eliminates awkward handling of compromised patients.


Order from your distributor

Olympic Fold-Up, complete with Hard and Soft Stretchers. Unfolded 52” x 21” x 36” tall. Fully assembled. ............... Model 50604
Olympic Fold-Up with Soft Stretcher only .................. Model 50602

• Immediate shipment  Usually within 24 hours.
• 3-Year Olympic Warranty  Includes all parts and labor.

Watch video demonstration
www.OlyVet.com
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